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The CEO Profile Survey 2013 - CEO Remuneration
Small and medium enterprises account for 99.7% of Australian
companies and employ 70.5% of the workforce. Running them
is a big job and no-one would contend that the boss should
not be well paid. But how well paid?
In the face of sensationalist and selective reporting about the multimillion dollar packages paid to the leaders of Australia’s corporate
giants, The CEO Institute last year initiated the first ‘The CEO Profile Survey
- Remuneration Overview’. The survey took a significant step towards
developing a clearer and more balanced understanding of the chief
executive remuneration landscape.
Key highlights from the inaugural survey detailed that:
• Almost half (47%) of the respondents were CEOs of companies
employing less than 50 people, and 45% of the companies they
led had sales turnovers of $2-10 million.
• 45% of respondents were CEOs of their own business, while 55%
were employed by the owners of the company.
• 52% of CEOs surveyed reported that their remuneration was linked
to firm performance.
• The top three industries represented in the survey were
Manufacturing, Health & Community, and IT.
Now, twelve months later, results are in from The CEO Profile Survey 2013,
again conducted by RMIT University in Melbourne. This year’s survey
sampled 296 CEOs drawn from both for-profit and not-for-profit firms. It
not only updates the original findings, but explores the key determinants
of Australian CEO pay, and the impact they have on remuneration levels.

What do CEOs really earn?
Results showed that 63% of CEOs in this study receive under $300,000
per annum including wages, superannuation, bonuses and benefits considerably lower than international and publicly listed company CEOs.
Nevertheless, there was a general increase over last year’s remuneration
levels as respondents pushed their way
up through the various ranges.
• 27% of respondents received between $100,001 - $200,000
(38% last survey)
• 33% received $200,001 - $300,000 (28% last survey)
• 18% received $300,001 - $400,000 (14% last survey)
• 7% received $400,001 - $500,000 (8% last survey)
• 9% received $500,001 - $1 million (6% last survey)
Only 3% received more than $1 million, and 3% actually earned less than
$100,000 (4% last survey).
In contrast to previous research, this study revealed no differences in
CEO pay between for-profit and not-for-profit firms; the researchers
caution, however, that this is based on a relatively small sample of NFPs
(14% of respondents).
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Predictors of CEO pay
Building on the inaugural study, this year’s research explored two specific
questions: what are the determinants of Australian CEO pay, and what
impact do they have on the level of CEO pay?
Results indicate that the two most significant determinants of CEO
compensation are:
• Company size - measured in annual turnover and number of
employees. Size accounted for 32% of the variance in CEO total salary
packages - the bigger the company, the higher the pay.
• Company growth - measured in sales growth, revenue growth, net
profit margin and increase in number of employees.
Other significant factors were:
• Industry - pay scales vary according to industry.
• Age - as the CEO gets older compensation increases; the length
of time within a particular company, however, was not a factor.
• Gender - male CEOs are
better paid than their female
counterparts, with the
possible exception of NFPs.
• Ownership - CEO pay is
lower in family companies.
• Pathway to the top CEOs who are hired
externally generally receive
higher compensation than CEOs who are internally promoted, who
in turn earn more than CEOs who are founders.
Education levels, CEO tenure and the size of the Board of Directors are
not significant indicators of CEO pay.

CEO pay trends
The media often paints CEO pay as excessive by comparing it with that
of the average worker. For example, Business Week revealed that the
average earnings of a CEO in a US major corporation grew from 42 times
the average hourly worker’s pay in 1980 to 531 times in 2000.
The current average weekly pay of Australian CEOs is almost 100 times
more than that of their staff, but this again is very much distorted by the
upper reaches of the remuneration curve. Pay across Australia’s top 20
CEOs averages about $7.2 million, which is 110 times the average wage,
while CEOs of the smallest companies listed on the ASX earn about
$260,000 p.a. or 4 times the average wage.
Comparatively, Australian executive pay is similar to executives in smaller
European countries, but less than half US executive pay levels. There is
also a higher turnover of CEOs in Australia; median tenure for Australia’s
largest 100 company CEOs is 3.9 years compared with 4.9 years in the US.
The attraction of higher remuneration overseas is of course one of the
contributing factors.

In terms of rate of remuneration growth, the
Productivity Commission reported in 2009 that the
level of Australian CEO pay grew at a rate of 13%
per year from the mid-90s to 2000, then 16% from
2001 to 2007, before slumping by 16% in 2008
during the GFC. That report also suggested that
linking remuneration packages to firm performance
was an effective strategy, with CEO compensation
falling when firms were underperforming.

CEO Remuneration And the survey says...
True

Age

Gender

Performance

Firm size

Family-run

CEO route

Factors that DO influence CEO remuneration

The last word
The CEO Institute’s The CEO Profile Survey 2013 conclusively demonstrates that
overcompensation of CEOs in Australia is not a reality at the SME level. The majority
of CEOs in this study receive under $300,000 p.a., dramatically less than their CEO
counterparts in ASX top 200 companies, whose widely-publicised packages are largely
responsible for the popular misconceptions about CEO overcompensation.
The survey did confirm, however, that if you are an older male CEO working in the
finance industry in a large organisation that has achieved strong sales growth, your total
remuneration package is likely to be at the higher end of the scale.
Apart from the obvious need to improve the gender divide in CEO pay levels, this
research also highlights that whilst CEOs perceive innovation to be important, the hard
metrics of sales, revenue, increased employment and profit margin are still the key
drivers of remuneration.

Meet the RMIT Team
Associate Professor David Gilbert
PhD. (Management Innovation), University of
Newcastle, Graduate School of Business, B.Bus (Honours
1st class), B.Mgt
David is currently Associate Professor (Entrepreneurship
& Innovation Discipline) in the School of Management
and Deputy Head (Industry Engagement) in the
College of Business, having joined RMIT in 2007. He
previously served as Program Director of the Bachelor
of Business (Entrepreneurship).
Dr Caroline Tan
PhD (RMIT), BBusCom (Hons), BBus (Mktg)
Dr Carol Tan is a lecturer and entrepreneurship
program coordinator in the School of Management
at RMIT University. She has been actively researching
key success factors for Australian fast-growth smallto-medium enterprises since 2003.
Antonius Ferry Gondowidjojo
B.Bus (Entrepreneurship) Honours Candidate

• The greater the age of the CEO the greater the
compensation
• CEO gender influences CEO pay
• Firm performance positively influences the level
of CEO pay
• The size of the firm determines the level of CEO pay
• CEO pay is less in family businesses
• The route to the CEO role impacts the level of CEO pay

False

Tenure

Board size

Education level

Profit values

Factors that DON’T influence CEO remuneration

• The longer the CEO has worked in the firm the higher
the CEO compensation level
• The level of CEO education positively influences
CEO pay
• The size of the board positively influences the level
of CEO pay
• Organisational core values, for-profit or non-profit,
influence the level of CEO pay

Strongest Pay Factors
Firm Size measured
by annual sales
turnover and number
of employees is the
strongest predictor,
accounting for 32%
of the variance in CEO
remuneration, whilst
Firm Performance
measured by firm growth and its dimensions - sales
growth, revenue growth, net profit margin and increase
in number of employees - was the second largest
predictor accounting for 4% of the variance. Thus
combined they accounted for the largest proportion of
variance (36%) in CEO remuneration.
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State news
New South Wales

Queensland

South Australia

Yvonne Howie

Evan Davies

Jeremy Harris

Chief Executive - NSW

Chief Executive - QLD

Director - SA

The federal election outcome and the
potential impact of the US debt crisis
have dominated discussion amongst
member CEOs.

Many members believe that Australia
is facing some significant economic
policy challenges including an ageing
population, slowing productivity growth
and an unemployment level that is set
to rise - all against a backdrop of global
uncertainty and a mining boom that has
reached its peak.

A new Federal Government, and a State
election due in March, raises many
important questions.

Debate about the probabilities of post
election boom or gloom has been further
complicated by the recent political impasse
in the US, seen as dysfunctional and
potentially disruptive globally.
Members recently enjoyed a fascinating
breakfast briefing with Gallup Solutions CEO
and Chairman Jim Clifton who was visiting
Sydney from the US. Mr. Clifton, author of
‘The Coming Jobs War’, discussed research
which shows that having a good job has
become the great global dream - more
important to many than having a family,
democracy and freedom, religion or peace.
He also discussed Gallup’s latest worldwide
research on employee engagement,
revealing that in Australia and New Zealand,
24% of employees are engaged, 60% are not
engaged and 16% are ‘actively disengaged’.
Rebecca Martin has been appointed to Chair
Syndicate 66 at The Hills in Sydney. Rebecca
has had a senior career with the Ford Motor
company both in Australia and Detroit and
was GM Sales and Marketing. She is an
experienced CEO and entrepreneur, consults
to business, has a successful online retail
business and is part owner of a boutique inn.
Chris Gabriel has been appointed to Chair
Syndicate 68 in Sydney. Chris has held
numerous CFO and CEO roles in Australia,
Africa and the Middle East, is an angel
investor, Chairman of Alive Mobile Group,
a director of Call Journey, Chairman of the
advisory board of Clean Power Systems, an
adviser to Globalpraxis, senior adviser to
Macquarie Group, and Co-Chairman of the
World E Money Council.
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They see a short window of opportunity to
set up rigorous policy-making processes
to achieve better policy outcomes.
Meaningful and timely consultation with
key stakeholders outside of government is
critical to ensure new proposals are practical
and sustainable in the real world.
In a memorable presentation, Kym Tolley, who
is directly related to two of Australia’s pioneer
wine families - the Penfolds and the Tolleys exhorted us to resist the norm. After 15 years
at Penfolds, Kym established Penley Estate
with a vision of developing a sustainable
family business while creating interesting,
quality wines. While acknowledging the need
for business disciplines, Kym believes you can
make a career and life out of being creative.
Syndicate 35 recently marked their fifth
anniversary with one of the Treasury Hotel’s
celebrated chocolate cakes. Six of their
members had attended the group’s first
meeting in 2008, and two of them, Karen
Spiller and Brad Heath, were inducted as
Fellows of the Institute on the night. Other
recently inducted Fellows include Patrick
Largier from Syndicate 34 and Terry Leister
from Syndicate 39.
Michael Klug, Partner at Clayton Utz and
a member of Syndicate 34, delivered an
address on ‘The Art of Preparing, Managing
and Executing your Negotiations’ prompting
numerous questions, particularly about
common negotiating errors.

How successfully will the State be able to
drive the changes required as we move from
a primarily manufacturing focus to one of
greater diversity encompassing not only
wine, but also defence, technology, tourism,
education, mining and related industries?
How do we ensure a solid base for further
business growth at a time of massive current
and anticipated infrastructure expenditure?
And how do our members stay ahead in the
face of the ever increasing pace of change?
Such questions are among those that will
be addressed at The CEO Institute Summit
2014 at the new Adelaide Oval facility on
Friday, 31 January, themed ‘South Australia
- New Dawn or Approaching Dusk?’ Members
and invited guests will hear keynote speaker
Senator Nick Xenophon and a variety of
industry leaders discuss and debate the
subject theme.
Professor Goran Roos addressed the issue of
doing business in a high cost environment in
a particularly thought provoking presentation
to Syndicates 25 and 26.
And Syndicate 26 member, David Christian,
will hardly have time to come up for air
over the next two years as the massive
redevelopment of SkyCity Adelaide
Casino commences. As the Adelaide Oval
redevelopment draws to a close, the Casino
and related Riverbank Precinct project will
finally get underway.
In November Syndicate 23 took a slightly
different focus for their meeting with a site visit
to The Mary Potter Foundation (where member
Cathy Murphy is CEO). The Guest Presenter
was Associate Professor Greg Crawford, Head
of Palliative Medicine at Mary Potter.

Victoria

Western Australia

Certified CEO
Joanne Neely

Steve Stanley

Chief Executive - VIC

Director - WA

There are high expectations for real
change post the Federal Election. Business
confidence is stronger and increases have
been reported in enquiries and orders.

Unreliable economic forecasts continue
to cause concern.

Members are feeling encouraged to pursue
business opportunities, looking to innovation
and sales and marketing activity to generate
revenue. Policy initiatives are needed,
however, to support employment and
growth.
The tall ships came to Melbourne in early
September and provided a spectacular
backdrop for 130 members and their guests
in Williamstown for a cocktail evening. Jubilee
Sailing Trust’s Harry Cator (Syndicate 22) and
Captain Barbara hosted tours of the majestic
Lord Nelson, the tall ship that participated
(along with Prince Harry) at the International
Fleet Review on the Sydney Harbour recently.
More recent events have included the
Geelong End of Year Cocktail Party at
McGlashan’s Wallington Estate with Nick
Papps, Editor of the Geelong Advertiser
speaking to those gathered. Also the CEO
Institute member-only Executive Breakfast
Round Table hosted by Dell, addressed the
question, ‘Are you really making the most of
your IT investment?’. And on 30 January 2014,
The CEO Institute Summit 2014 will be held
at the MCG with Coodabeen Champion Ian
Cover as MC.
Pronto Software took out the $50-100 million
revenue category in the BRW GE Capital MidMarket Momentum Awards. Congratulations
to our members from Pronto Software
- David Jackman (Syndicate 9), Nick Morton
(Syndicate 1) and Sam Donley (Syndicate 3).

Interest continues to grow within
University circles, as we welcome the
Australian Catholic University and Griffith
Business School to our Educational
Alliance. We also welcome our first
international University to join the
Educational Alliance, Ecole Nationale des
Ponts et Chaussées (ENPC) from France.

Markets fluctuate as economic experts
consistently get it wrong and the press
herald economic outlooks that more often
than not don’t occur. With a New Year
approaching and another rash of dubious
predictions in prospect, we surely have a
right to expect better.

Universities in our Educational Alliance
are acknowledged by The CEO Institute as
having Masters degrees or higher that are
recognised for the purposes of certification.
It’s been a busy time for Certified CEO Program
Director, Esme Alfred, as she met with a range
of key personnel at UNESCO’s head office in
Paris recently. Esme’s visit further cements our
partnership with UNESCO in support of the
“Malala Fund for Girls’ Right to Education”.

In a recent presentation to members,
Police Commissioner, Karl O’Callaghan,
discussed Government expectations that
more be done with less. How to meet
these expectations in respect of justice and
policing in WA requires new paradigms
of thinking, and in a broader sense, these
paradigms roll into all aspects of business.
It means determining your core business,
concentrating resources to achieve that, and
being diligent in measuring outcomes.
Another stimulating syndicate speaker was
Erica Smyth, who spoke on the difficulties of
getting women into executive roles and how
we can gear up corporations to make this
more effective.

These ties will be further strengthened when
UNESCO’s Vincent Defourny, Director of the
Division of Cooperation with Extrabudgetary
Funding Sources, visits as a guest of The CEO
Institute in January 2014. His visit coincides
with The CEO Institute Summit 2014 held
around Australia, where he will be addressing
members and guests in Sydney and Brisbane
about partnering with UNESCO. The CEO
Institute is proud to be the first Australian
partner to support UNESCO’s “Malala Fund
for Girls’ Right to Education”.

Members and their guests will also be
delighted to learn that we have secured the
services of WA’s most prestigious chef, Alain
Fabregues, who recently sold his worldfamous Loose Box Restaurant, to cook for our
end-of-year dinner.

David Abraham
(Chairman), new Certified
CEO Steve O’Dwyer and
Joanne Neely (Chief
Executive - VIC)

Joanne Neely, Chief Executive - VIC along
with Syndicate Chairman David Abraham,
were pleased to present Steve O’Dwyer with
his Certified CEO certificate at a Centurion
Dinner in Victoria recently. Importantly, Steve
is the first Certified CEO recipient under The
CEO Institute’s partnership with UNESCO,
where The CEO Institute will make a donation
to UNESCO’s “Malala Fund for Girls’ Right to
Education”, for each new Certified CEO.

www.ceo.com.au
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CEO buzz
Mergers and acquisitions. Managing the
process building up to significant acquisition
venture.
Business expansion. Management of internal
business processes and business process
reengineering (especially where international
procurement is involved).

An assembly of CEOs in one room is too much
wisdom to waste. Our Syndicate Chairmen
let you in on the issues your peers have been
talking about:
Competition. Analysing and developing
dominant competitive advantage.
Growth. Challenges of growing business
productivity whilst managing ever-increasing
regulatory and compliance imposts.
Sales. Sales force effectiveness - hiring the
right people for the right type of selling.

Planning. Managing ‘continuous and rapid’
growth - knowing when to consolidate and
the importance of identifying sustainable and
profitable opportunities.
Leadership. The end of leadership and the
future of followership.
Finding talent. Understanding how to recruit
in a disruptive marketplace.
Staff management. The difference between
contractors and casuals.
Business culture. Achieving culture change
to meet evolving market requirements handling resistance.

Remuneration. How to manage pay reviews
and bonuses linking high performance indicators.
Engagement. Having a clear understanding of
core strengths.
Brand. How to upmarket my goods and services?
Difficult clients. Dealing with difficult clients
- listening carefully is a requisite skill. Does the
client have a legitimate issue
or is the client being unreasonable?
Social media. How to use LinkedIn
professionally and the opportunities it provides
for business growth.
Business in China. Differing experiences
about the quality of Chinese manufacturing
and reliability of supply.
Being a CEO. Performance review of the CEO who does it? How? What are the benefits?
Sales and marketing. The level of demand
generally and conclusion that this is the new norm.

Becoming a purposeful leader
Purposeful leadership…

First and foremost, leadership must
be purposeful. People won’t follow
“accidental” leaders - no matter what you
may have read to the contrary.
Leaders have a vision, and that vision is very real
to them, making it quite obviously purposeful.
That they want to reach that vision is usually
equally evident; that desire - passion if you
will - translates into purposeful leadership
focused on accomplishing their unique (and
highly personal) vision. The following leadership
lessons demonstrate purposeful leadership:

• Is situational - It’s not one-size-fits-all.
There’s no “one way” to effectively lead
everyone in any single situation. It could be except we throw people in that mix... People
are different, cultures are different, leaders are
different - the list goes on. All these variables
mean that successful leaders must have a
virtual arsenal of tools with which to work.
Leadership is inherently situational - embrace
the ambiguity.
• Is personal - You can supervise from afar,
though difficult; maybe even manage,
though again, difficult. But lead? No, sorry.
Leadership is personal. You’ve got to get in
the game, roll up your sleeves, and maybe just maybe - even get your hands dirty. Eye
contact is essential.
Having said that, a leader can be so obviously
passionate, so loud with enthusiasm for
a vision that others connect and act as a
de-facto leader in their stead. A rare, but
powerful, occurrence.

Find The CEO Institute on
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• Looks like leadership - No one should
have to tell someone that certain behaviours
or actions demonstrate effective (read:
“successful”) leadership. People - employees
- know it intuitively. We know it when we
see it.
We want leadership that looks like leadership
to those who don’t know anything about the
technicalities of leadership. We know it when
we see it, and we don’t believe it when we
don’t. Simple equation, repeated countless
times each day by those we purport to lead.
Leadership must be purposeful to be successful;
it must have a demonstrated vision, with the
passion and personal wherewithal to execute
to that vision. All the rest - the noise, the egos,
the clutter, the red herrings of office trappings,
business cards, and salaries - are simply hubris.
Author: Kevin Berchelmann, Triangle Performance.
Described as a Human Capital Expert by The Harvard
Business Press, Kevin Berchelmann helps new managers
at private equity, Fortune 500 and small to medium sized
businesses become top leaders that deliver results. Visit
www.triangleperformance.com for more information.

Future CEO

IIDM

Future CEO Chairman, QUT Adjunct
Professor David Gray and participants at
the first Future CEO meeting in Queensland

Bring online learning to your organisation

The Future CEO program in Queensland was
officially launched at the beginning of August
Evan Davies, Chief Executive - Queensland
said The Future CEO program would, for
the first time, reach the next tier of Brisbane
professionals - those rising through the ranks
of their organisation.
“This is a significant initiative because it allows
the next generation of leaders to learn from
each other and from the experiences of
business leaders who have been there and
done the hard yards,” Mr Davies said.
“We hope to equip emerging leaders with
the skills, knowledge and contacts they need
to confront problems and lead successful
businesses.”
The Future CEO program already operates in
Melbourne and plans are well underway to
introduce the program into Sydney in 2014.
The Brisbane program will meet monthly at the
Queensland University of Technology (QUT). It will
be chaired by QUT Adjunct Professor David Gray.
David says: “There are many people who
erroneously feel that leadership is the sole
responsibility of the head of an organisation.
Certainly that is the most important and
influential position, but the success of any
entity is the aggregate performance of ALL
leaders. A leader is someone who is responsible
for the performance of a group of people.”
BREAKING NEWS: The Future CEO program
is now recognised by The CEO Institute as an
approved certification course under the Rules
for Certification. For further details on how to
become a Certified CEO as a member of the
Future CEO program, visit
http://www.ceo.com.au/future_ceo.html

Photos from
recent events

As a member of The CEO Institute you can
access all of IIDM’s business resources online, anytime.
You can also make IIDM’s resources available
to your staff members - at no cost. Retailing
for $27.50 p/m for each membership, this
provides significant additional value from
your membership of The CEO Institute.
Realise benefits that include:
• Becoming an employer of choice your staff will receive a co-branded
newsletter, highlighting your ongoing
investment in them (even though it’s
not costing you a cent...)
• Up-skilling your workforce - at their
desks, using resources relevant to their
individual roles
• Enhancing your team’s leadership
skills - grow your own leaders and build
organisational capacity
“We would recommend this offer to any
business interested in improving staff
knowledge and engagement.”
Ajilon, Member of The CEO Institute (WA)
How do you activate this FREE offer? Find
out more here: http://www.iidmglobal.com/
about/ceo_institute_staff_offer.html or
email online@ceo.com.au
Some of the resources published recently
include:
Playing To Win | Book Summary
This book shows how to guide everyday
actions from larger strategic goals built around
essential elements that determine success.
Amplifiers | Book Extract
Amplifiers explains how great leaders use the
art of motivational leadership to light the
path to success and inspire others.
www.iidmglobal.com

www.ceo.com.au
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